
    
 
SUBJECT: - Synthesis of  API Mitoxantrone analogues 
 
 
HYPROCELL LLC, a biotech company operating in BRANFORD, CONNECTICUT,USA 

interested to take up  an joint 

esteemed organization (Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti, Trichy

terms. 

 

1. HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT, USA has

to  take up the development of cost effective

commercialization exclusively . 

 

2.  HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT, USA, would arrange to

towards the chemical cost as agreed

will be released after satisfied of your preliminary

3. Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti, Trichy

CONNECTICUT, USA reserve the right to publish /patent jointly any

identified by this  R&D  activity,

inheritor of all  the commercial advantages or

 

4. Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti,Trichy

either by itself through any of its

entity at any time in future.  In the event of

               

Mitoxantrone analogues anticancer agent – Reg.

HYPROCELL LLC, a biotech company operating in BRANFORD, CONNECTICUT,USA 

  research and development   of  API  synthesis

Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti, Trichy)  on the following 

1. HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT, USA has requested  Nehru Memorial College

take up the development of cost effective  route  development for two

 

2.  HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT, USA, would arrange to pay reasonable cost 

towards the chemical cost as agreed towards this R & D once we get external funding and fund 

will be released after satisfied of your preliminary work  

Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti, Trichy  & HYPROCELL COMPANY, 

CONNECTICUT, USA reserve the right to publish /patent jointly any   new processes

activity,  but  HYPROCELL,CONNECTICUT,USA would be the sole

the commercial advantages or  revenues from this  research.   

Nehru Memorial College, Puthanampatti,Trichy would  not share this know how

either by itself through any of its  faculty , research associates  or any other staff

In the event of such a disclosure HYPROCELL, CONNECTICUT, 

 

Reg. 

HYPROCELL LLC, a biotech company operating in BRANFORD, CONNECTICUT,USA   is 

API  synthesis  with  your  

on the following 

Nehru Memorial College 

development for two  API for 

pay reasonable cost 

towards this R & D once we get external funding and fund 

 

& HYPROCELL COMPANY, 

new processes  which are 

HYPROCELL,CONNECTICUT,USA would be the sole 

not share this know how  or  data  

or any other staff  to any other 

a disclosure HYPROCELL, CONNECTICUT,  

       



USA reserves the right to seek suitable compensation from

fit.  

5.  Nehru Memorial College, TRICHY & HYPROCELL COMPANY,CONNECTICUT,USA 

would  have regular review meetings and

data,  cost factors ( project cost ) etc., ,

decided. 

6.  The cost of this development would be mutually determined by both parties and will be paid 

by HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT,USA  

 

The duration of the project is two (2) year 

 

Principal investigator name: Dr. R. 

Co- Principal Investigator :     Dr.A.IDHAYADHULLA
                                                       
 

     

 

                                                                                             
     
     
     
     
     

 
 
 

 

 

seek suitable compensation from principal investigator 

, TRICHY & HYPROCELL COMPANY,CONNECTICUT,USA 

have regular review meetings and  both the parties would  share the  

cost factors ( project cost ) etc., ,  the frequency of this meeting would be mutually 

The cost of this development would be mutually determined by both parties and will be paid 

by HYPROCELL COMPANY, CONNECTICUT,USA   

The duration of the project is two (2) year  

. R. SURENDRA KUMAR, Nehru Memorial College 

Dr.A.IDHAYADHULLA , Nehru Memorial College
                                                            

   Hyprocell Founder & CEO name 

                                                                                             
   Dr. PITCHAI SANGAN
   53 East Industrial Road,
   Branford, 
   Connecticut – 64045
   USA. 

       

principal investigator as it may deem 

, TRICHY & HYPROCELL COMPANY,CONNECTICUT,USA 

 updated  R & D 

the frequency of this meeting would be mutually 

The cost of this development would be mutually determined by both parties and will be paid 

Nehru Memorial College  

Nehru Memorial College 

Hyprocell Founder & CEO name  

 
Dr. PITCHAI SANGAN 
53 East Industrial Road, 

64045 

        


